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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED
FOR RELAYS AND REVS

1. AMBASSADOR MANN HAS SUGGESTED TO STATE DEPARTMENT THAT AN ODEWAY OFFICER BE SENT TO MEXICO TO GIVE HIM MORE DETAILS OF OSWALD/RUBINSTEIN CASES (IN USA).

2. HE ADVISED LEGAL ATTACHE AND COS THAT REQUESTED OFFICER WOULD "NOT OPERATE" HERE BUT SHOULD HAVE MORE COMPLETE PICTURE OF CASES THAN WE DO LOCALLY. HE WISHES VISIT OF THREE OR FOUR DAYS BY THIS ODEWAY OFFICER.

3. AMBASSADOR STATED TO BOTH LEGAL ATTACHE AND COS THAT THIS REQUEST NO INDICATION OF LACK OF CONFIDENCE FOR HE THOUGHT THEY WERE BEST HE COULD GET - BUT HE WISHED MORE U.S. ANGLE OF CASE. HE ASKED LEGAL ATTACHE AND COS IF WE HAD OBJECTIONS; BOTH REPLIED NONE.

4. COS SEES NO ADVANTAGE EXCEPT TO BRIEF AMBASSADOR AND REVIEW CASE WITH HIM: TOLD AMBASSADOR STATION WOULD COOPERATE AS ALWAYS WITH ANY OFFICIAL ODEWAY SENT.

5. BELIEVE NO ACTION KUBARK; THIS SENT FOR INFO ONLY AND BECAUSE IT INDICATE AMBASSADOR'S FEELING HE NOT BEING FULLY ENOUGH INFORMED OF ASPECTS OF THESE CASES IN U.S.A.

CIA HAS NO OBJECTION TO DECLASSIFICATION AND/OR RELEASE OF THIS DOCUMENT